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Exhibitions are
orchestrated encounters

Katrien Vandermarliere, 
14 July 2014

The oeuvre of noAarchitecten comprises 15 years of work on a series 
of buildings of broad cultural significance. The exhibition at deSingel 
in Antwerp is an opportunity for them to elucidate their position 
as designers. Are they able and willing to explain their apparently 
intuitive attitude towards design? Can an exhibition detect and label 
the substantive core of their work? If it can, this will also help make 
choices in presenting and communicating about their work. In this 
sense, creating an exhibition is an important moment for a practice, in 
that it demands reflection and self-positioning.
 To make the creation of an exhibition reasonably manageable it 
is viewed as a ‘project to be built’. The outlines – the time limit, the 
budget and the commissioner’s brief – determine the field of play. The 
first reflections consist of a search for a methodology with which to 
approach the task. These involve discussions on the characteristics 
of the work and ways of designing. We no longer need to talk about 
the context of building in Flanders. It is more important to understand 
how noAarchitecten makes its design decisions; what the steps in 
the process are and how, time and time again, the unravelling of the 
crucial knot in the design leads to a complete reversal.
 While working together, the members of the collective have 
developed a design strategy. This was necessary for a number of 
reasons: to enable the three designers to work together, to achieve a 
result, and to communicate with the client and the building contractor. 
Part of this strategy is that the architects allow a variety of design 
approaches, depending on the brief, the context and what they wish 
to achieve. As these are also relevant to gaining a better insight into 
the exhibition, here are a number of examples.
 noAarchitecten accepts the existing conditions in which they have 
to work, which means that as designers they do not immediately 
think in terms of preconceived frameworks, or project a formal 
design idiom onto a design. When engaged in architectural analysis, 
in understanding the context and in examining the brief, they bring 
unknown, hidden and latent characteristics to the surface. But that 
is not all: these sometimes invisible characteristics can turn out to 
be the cornerstones of the eventual design. deSingel’s two-part 

exhibition space – the small, low room as opposed to the somewhat 
theatrical large room – take up their roles quite naturally: one becomes 
‘the study space’ and the other ‘the public space’ that hosts a number 
of different events. They create two conditions that are important 
to noAarchitecten: one is a study space, which affords the visitor 
the opportunity to find out more, if that is what he wishes to do. The 
second is a space in which he can abandon himself to sensations, 
impressions and thoughts, as well as connecting to his own history 
and knowledge. The visitor himself can direct the rhythm, the effort, 
the communication and the encounter.
 But noAarchitecten also directs: the exhibition involves a 
promenade featuring walking routes, changing perspectives and 
vistas; it uses ‘repoussoirs’, and a succession of closely related 
spaces and elements. All this determines the configuration of the 
models in the large hall. It seems self-evident, but it is not. And 
anyone who gets to know the work of noAarchitecten will notice this 
pronounced focus on the spatial promenade, both on the plan and in 
the structural composition of each of their buildings. They themselves 
use the image of a city that has developed organically: the building is 
like a small city that you can always traverse in a different way. They 
prefer the metaphor of the labyrinth to that of the grid, as this gives 
the user freedom and allows for complexity and stratification.
 But the old city is not the only historical architectural archetype 
noAarchitecten makes use of. Other architectural archetypes 
with their architectural features and symbolic, subconscious 
communication are tested in relation to every new design. What 
embodies a ‘town hall’: the public entrance hall, the council chamber 
and the public service zone? How do you set its basic form and what 
kind of architectural emblems would be fitting? Together, the location 
of and relationships between the various functions on the plan, the 
composition of the construction (with its symbolism) and the choice of 
materials, enables a whole range of references to be drawn upon that 
lend depth and richness to the design.
 Every object in the exhibition hall demonstrates a ‘fundamental’ 
in architectural terms. The wooden porch of Lo town hall connects 
the old building with the new. The tower of the thermal power plant in 
Antwerp, still to be constructed, is a beacon in a landscape yet to be 
completed. With its pronounced ribs, the contemporary façade of part 
of the Plantin Moretus Museum amongst a row of historical façades 
appears like an enlarged typecase. The floating paper roof for the 
palliative care centre is a gesture of protection.
 The models represent characteristics of ten designs and are made 
in brick, metal, wood, paper and charcoal; they provide an opportunity 
to exhibit the ‘building material’ as well. This is not conceived as 
an educational component, but as a response to noAarchitecten’s 
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075 Encounters 
Exhibition deSingel, Antwerp
26.9.2014 - 4.1.2015

9 large objects, 13 photo panes, 3 large drawings, 
10 tables, 10 chairs, 10 stools, 1 bolt-together shelving

specific desire also to show the architect’s tools in the exhibition. 
This means the concrete physical material, which has its own specific 
characteristics in terms of practicality and application, and which can 
arouse or exclude all sorts of sensory stimulation. The construction 
itself – with the craftsman who builds the model in situ – is also an 
aspect that noAarchitecten wished to incorporate. It is an ode to 
the maker and to the material, because, aware of their position as 
designers, they know that they are dependent on the builders and 
the manufacturers of materials. It is only by means of its concrete 
presence, in its built state, that a project can display all the richness 
and comprehensiveness conceived by the architect. The architects 
have repeatedly noticed that while executing their design, a skilled 
craftsman surpasses the solution that they came up with.
 It goes without saying that for every design, noAarchitecten 
takes care to provide a rich sensory experience. Not because it’s 
obligatory; it is a logical consequence of their designs, their thinking 
on constructability, their meetings and their tests with material 
manufacturers, as well as of listening to the design engineer and 
working out the building method together.
 Going beyond various principles of harmony and balance, it 
displays a certain contrariness, or distortion, a sense of friction which 
catches your attention. Nevertheless, it also always appeals to your 
sensory reflexes. 
Yet noAarchitecten are reluctant to emphasise this or to recognise it 
as characteristic. The firm has a point when it denies that its approach 
is about ‘style’ or ‘styling’. These more indefinable characteristics 
of a building that play on the human psyche work in a much more 
complex and unpredictable way than anything an architect can 
‘programme’. They also admit ‘the other’ and others: such as the 
artist Benoit van Innis, for example, who suggests materials, textures, 
colours and patterns for the wallpaper in Menen town hall, or for 
the tiled floors in the Hasselt University buildings. In the exhibition, 
they also allowed a writer to contribute a different perspective: Jan 
Florizoone was invited to add a textual element.
 The result may be that a building or installation can appear 
ambiguous or unclear at first sight, or that the image vaguely reminds 
you of something else. It cannot be grasped at a single glance. It 
obliges you to make multiple readings and observations, and to allow 
your memories and experiences to play a part. You may also come up 
with new meanings and associations yourself. It obliges the visitor to 
reflect, to be conscious, and invites him to engage in an ‘encounter’. 
In the same way as noAarchitecten buildings are frameworks for 
everyday things in which the ritual dimension is ever-present.
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041 Hasselt University
Faculty of Law and rectory of Hasselt University
Restoration and extension of former prison
2008 - 2013

Circle diameter 4,27m, thickness 9,5mm
Forbo Artoleum Graphic nr. 5301 + nr. 5302
Realisation: Forbo Flooring

make the ground visible 

Some literature lovers are fans of first lines, such as the beautiful 
opening of the novel Die Verwandlung: “Als Gregor Samsa eines 
Morgens aus unruhigen Träumen erwachte, fand er sich in seinem 
Bett zu einem ungeheueren Ungeziefer verwandelt.” You can also 
cherish the first bars of a symphony. But where does a building begin? 
At the entrance or the exit, upstairs or downstairs, in the middle or at 
the far end? A building is constantly in motion, in both time and space. 
Is there a stone that you can keep still? In the centre of Hasselt, 
there is a prison that has been converted into a university. Inside, at a 
crossroad of corridors, an octagonal space rises up, an empty central 
point. You look up, around you, and at the ground. The floor attracts 
your attention with its black and white design. The geometric pattern 
of the tiles is slightly distorted, the lines are undulating, and the 
ground appears to be moving up and down. You keep yourself upright 
on a raft, but can you feel the ground beneath your feet? This is where 
the sensation of architecture begins.
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041 Hasselt University
Faculty of Law and rectory of Hasselt University
Restoration and extension of former prison
2008 - 2013

Alucobond, 4m x 1m, folded
Realisation: Alitec

scraping the clouds 

A biblical dream: Jacob dreams that a ladder stands on earth and 
reaches to the heavens; angels go up and down it. A dream you would 
like to experience for real: to take steps that lead upwards. On the 
stairs to the attic, in the lighthouse, up the mast. Look at Marcello 
Mastroianni and Anita Ekberg in Fellini’s La Dolce Vita, climbing the 
spiral staircase in the dome of St Peter’s in Rome; bells ring, hearts 
beat, eyes gleam. But stairs can also invite one to heavenly distant 
views in more prosaic circumstances. In the middle of an office 
building a staircase may point you to the clouds, to an opening in 
the high roof through which the light enters and reflects off mirrored 
surfaces. A staircase pushes you upwards.
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001 Town Hall Kortrijk 
Renovation and refurbishment of existing bank building 
2001 - 2003

Photos on forex - circle diameter 4m - height 2,80m
Photo 1 + 2 001 - Kim Zwarts
Photo 3 012 - Kim Zwarts
Photo 4 012 - Jan Kempenaers
Photo 5 + 6 041 - Kim Zwarts

to dress or to undress 

Which do you choose? To dress or undress your beloved? Converting 
buildings is a story of both the exterior and the interior; architects both 
dress and undress.
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070 Heating plant Nieuw-Zuid, Antwerp 
Heating plant for ecological neighbourhood 
2013 - 

Plasma cut steel plate, welded and lacquered
1,07m x 0,71m - height 3,80m
Realisation: Anders Construct

look around you 

Architecture opens up space. In order to entice you and, inside, 
twist you around so that when you leave the building, you can find 
your way on the outside. The saying ‘east west home’s best’ means 
that a house teaches you how to orient yourself in the world. A tall 
chimney is to be built beside the Scheldt in Antwerp. The gasses have 
to be blown out high above our heads, by means of a pillar standing 
between the motorway and the park. A position that expresses our 
civilisation well: restlessness on the one side and calm on the other. 
We live somewhere between artificiality and nature, and architects 
show us the way. The tower winds upwards and gets you moving 
round and round. It is constructed with triangular surfaces that are 
inclined both inwards and outwards. The tower has openings at 
various heights and on every side. Inside, you climb up a winding 
staircase in order to look out through the holes. You see the city, the 
harbour, the water and the sky. On the ground floor, the building also 
guides you: the tower belongs both to the motorway and to the park. 
Learn to look at smoke and clouds, what is the difference?
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007 Town Hall Menen 
Restoration, extension and refurbishment 
2002 - 2007

Steel box sections 40mm x 40mm, powder-lacquered RAL 9003
1,39m x 3,19m - height 2,73m
Realisation: Bruns
Photos op forex, 2m x 2,80m
Photo 1 + 3 Stijn Bollaert
Photo 2 Kristien Daem

cultivate your garden 

‘Il faut cultiver son jardin’ is the famous closing line of Voltaire’s 
novel Candide. On Menen’s market square there is a garden full of 
buildings. An ancient belfry and buildings from later eras fit loosely 
together, with their weary faces turned away. Get to work: just like 
gardeners, architects need to work the land. To prune buildings, re-lay 
spaces, let volumes grow. A new spring, renaissance. The buildings 
are now looking the market square straight in the eye, their heads held 
high; they are clasping one another in a strong embrace, presenting 
a handsome exterior. They grow inwards equally gracefully and come 
to rest around an open space. At the heart of the building is an atrium, 
a void, a vessel full of light and air. Slender trunks give structure to 
the core. You can enter the oasis; sojourn there beneath the clouds. 
Lamps hang in the air as in far-off lands, to shine gently at night. 
Cultivate your garden, keep on dreaming.
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046 Town Hall Lo-Reninge 
Restoration, refurbishment and extension former convent 
2008 - 2012

Pine structure 2,29m x 7,08m - height 2,41m
Kerto beams 150mm x 62mm, mortise and tenon joint, screwed
Realisation: Verstraetebouw, Roeselare
Photos printed on forex, 2m x 2,80m
Photo 1 + 2 Filip Dujardin

allow yourself to be led

How do you draw a line between two points: how do you lay out 
a route? Architecture invites you to move within a space, either 
coercing you or allowing you to move freely. In Lo, a corridor runs in 
between two buildings. The space contains little, it is glazed and the 
structure is in wood. You step inside, walk back and forth, but what 
happens along the way? You walk between pillars beneath the sky; the 
slender columns guide your steps. Above your head, diagonal beams 
point the way yonder, they propel you onward. The transparency of 
glass and the structure of straight and oblique lines in wood create a 
spatial interplay. The architecture responds to your steps, or is it the 
other way round: does this set of gateways enliven you? 
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040 Museum Plantin Moretus Antwerp 
Restoration and extension with reading room and archives 
2008 - 2015

Massive oak 4,33m x 0,05m - height 4,03m
Realisation: deSingel
Drawing on paper

what is hidden behind the façade?

Seduction is impossible without deception. Aphrodite may be 
the goddess of love, but she is equally the goddess of wiles and 
of dazzlement. All the arts are based on the gift of seduction, and 
architecture too has numerous ways to enchant. ‘It was love at first 
sight’ is a short argument in favour of the façade: the exterior face of 
architecture determines our first impression of it. The façade watches 
us, enticing us to come closer and to penetrate inside the building. In 
a narrow street in Antwerp’s historic city centre, there is to be a new 
wing of the Plantin Moretus Museum. A concrete bunker, a large, cool 
room, designed for old books that need to be preserved for centuries. 
Do you allow a bunker to stand there unadorned in the middle of a city 
governed by decorative flourishes and outward show? A lovely façade 
is required; a façade that paints a picture, and that is both rhythmic 
and melodious. The interplay of vertical and horizontal lines allows 
what is behind the façade to show through: shelves full of books on 
the wiles of Aphrodite.
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001 Town Hall Kortrijk
007 Town Hall Menen
008 Kloosterhof Pamele Oudenaarde
012 ‘s Hertogenmolens Aarschot
023 Petrol Antwerp
032 ’t Regenboogje primary school Brussel
040 Museum Plantin Moretus Antwerp
041 Hasselt University
046 Town Hall Lo-Reninge
057 Texture Kortrijk
070 Heating Plant Nieuw Zuid Antwerp
071 Ecotron+ Hasselt University
073 Coda Wuustwezel

A table with scale models
B rack with material samples
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008 Kloosterhof Pamele Oudenaarde
Care home 
2002 - 2011

Clay clinkers 2,21m x 2,31m - height 0,43m
Steenbakkerij Vande Moortel, Nature - Rood-bruin 190mm x 90mm x 45mm
Realisation: deSingel

how do you put bricks on top of one another? 

When you put bricks on top of each other, what form do you want to 
build? Do you leave your cosy studio and go outside, to the place 
where the building is to be done? You opt for avant-garde, stand in the 
first row in the field, face to face with reality. No plans, only actions. 
You set to work with the elements. Draw with stone, rub out with 
earth. Erect a vertical wall and knock it down. Spread out the form with 
your whole body. Look around you, recall memories, hear stories, see 
the future. And watch out how you put the bricks one on top of the 
other.
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073 Coda Wuustwezel
Palliative care home 
2013 -

Paper folded and pasted 2,85m x 4,00m
Carta, Solida, Fully coated bleached paperboard with white back, 320g/m2, thickness 0.555 mm
Realisation: noAarchitecten

look at the sky

This is a custom in a distant Eastern country: when you feel that your 
end is approaching, you head up into the mountains. Wordlessly, you 
take your leave and disappear into those solitary regions for good. 
How do you build a house for people who are dying? Like a house in 
a child’s drawing, not unlike the house you grew up in? People are 
always searching for a degree of homeliness. A space with a piano, a 
chair and a table, a few knick-knacks. And a bed for you to lie in. The 
Oriental chooses the naked earth as his bed, and in his final moments 
can take one last look at the clouds. What hangs above a Westerner’s 
head? Pay attention to the roof if you are building a house where 
people will be ending their earthly existence. Create a roof that can 
float like a kite. A roof that calmly slopes up and down, breathes in and 
out. Anyone lying in bed here and looking upwards has the feeling of 
an opening above them. The roof seems to lift you up a little and take 
you with it. In the right direction.
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012 ‘s Hertogenmolens Aarschot
Restoration and extension of 16th century mill for hotel and brasserie 
2004 - 2010

Charcoal on plasterboard 3,70m x 4,28m
Realisation: noAarchitecten

build a bridge 

A house stands by a stream. Later, a mill is built, arching over the 
water. Another house is added, the mill is a success. Centuries pass. 
The river flows on, but the mill grinds to a halt and the house burns 
down. A new era begins: people turn their backs on the old stones, 
building scores of modern houses far from the bank. Until you notice 
the beauty of the lonely ruin, and the peaceful rustling of the delicate 
reeds. You dig in the earth and come upon the foundations, which 
teach you about the craftsmanship of five hundred years ago. You 
pile up the fallen stones; the mill and the house rise again. You build 
bridges. Bridges between the left bank and the right bank; between 
old and new, big and small, straight and crooked, steel and stone. The 
river flows on, and the sheep graze.
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023 Petrol Antwerp
150kV/15kV substation 
2004 - 2009

Photo on forex 2m x 2,30m
Photo Kim Zwarts

approach a sphinx 

Should architects have to explain everything? Does every 
architectural act have to have a function? Aren’t we demanding 
rather a lot of one another if we expect an answer to every question? 
Standing on the banks of the Scheldt in Antwerp is a monumental 
block. It is constructed using horizontal elements. On all sides, a 
granular substance bulges out from between the horizontal slats, as 
if the block has been haphazardly constructed by a giant. The cube 
shimmers in an unusual colour: a shade of blue that is hard to pin 
down. In one of the façades you see a large incision. The effect of this 
gash is to slightly twist the building, to give it a nudge. The building 
watches you with a single eye - what’s the name of that mythological 
creature who only has one eye? This incision leads to the interior, 
which is invisible to those standing outside. Barbed wire around the 
building, a pile of containers nearby, motorways flanking it on two 
sides, a few steps from the water. The building stands at the side of 
the road, to put questions to passers-by. A sphinx speaks in riddles.
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071 Ecotron+ Hasselt University
Field Research Center
2013 -

Alucobond, 2 plates of 1,15m x 4,20m
Realisation: Alitec

become invisible

Have you ever been out walking with a nature-lover? You have to dress 
in green, you are hardly allowed to move; keep still and be quiet. You 
observe nature unobservantly. A building too can nestle down into the 
greenery. Stretched out, supine, rubbing up against the plants. The 
building has to camouflage itself, to dress in the fashion of the natural 
surroundings. A mirror enables it to veil itself, to reflect sky and earth 
back on themselves. Architecture can dissolve into thin air.
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noAarchitecten

noAarchitecten was founded in 2000 by Jitse van den Berg, Philippe Viérin and 
An Fonteyne. They are interested in making distinctly contemporary buildings 
that are rooted in a long tradition of building. Much attention is paid to a 
spatial translation of the brief, whereby research on typology and the impact 
of architecture occupy centre stage. noAa believes in the emotional impact 
of the space and the physical qualities of building. Building in itself forms an 
essential part of the practice and the collaboration with skilled craftsmen is 
actively sought.
 Recent realisations include the Town Hall in Lo, the Faculty of Law for 
Hasselt University, the refurbishment of the Cloth Hall in Ypres for the In 
Flanders Fields Museum and the museum Texture in Kortrijk. The extension of 
the Museum Plantin Moretus in Antwerp and a youth institution in Mechelen 
are currently under construction.  
noAarchitecten is a team of 15 people. The office is located on two sites: a 
refurbished paper factory in the centre of Brussels and a historic location in 
the centre of Bruges.

Collaborators since 2000

David Claus Leen Corthier Sigert Defranq Bart Dehaene Didier De Roeck Jens 
De Schutter Danny Dezutter Thomas Faes Maarten Franssens Greg Geertsen 
Michiel Geldof Nathalie Goethals Freyke Hartemink Martijn Hendrickx 
Sander Laureys Jonas Lindekens David Niville Beatrijs Noppe Christiaan 
Oomen Michiel Pauwels Kim Pecheur Evelien Pletinckx Marijn Proot Gert 
Somers Valentina Stehle Milo Strub Stijn Thomas Christoph Van Boxtel Rendel 
Van Eyck Lourenço van Innis Arnout Van Vaerenbergh Simon Vermote Pieter 
Verreycken Peter Verstraete Tim Wallyn

An Fonteyne (1971, Ostend)

graduated from Ghent University in 1994 and gained professional experience 
working for DKV Architects in Rotterdam and David Chipperfield Architects in 
London.

Jitse van den Berg

Jitse van den Berg (1971, Nijmegen, NL) studied at TU Berlin and TU Delft and 
graduated in 2000. During and after his studies he worked for Sauerbruch 
Hutton Architects in Berlin and David Chipperfield Architects in London and 
Berlin.

Philippe Viérin

Philippe Viérin (1969, Bruges) graduated from Ghent University in 1992 and 
worked for Stéphane Beel in Bruges and KCAP in Rotterdam. Besides being 
a partner at noAarchitecten, he also runs Viérin Architecten in Bruges. Since 
2008 Philippe Viérin is president of the Commission for Architecture of the 
Province West-Flanders.

The three partners currently teach at the TU Delft and Philippe Viérin also 
teaches at UCL-LOCI Tournai. They lecture in Belgium and abroad and are 
invited as guest critics at international schools and institutions.

Jan Florizoone 

Jan Florizoone is art historian and visiting lecturer Contemporary Sculpture 
at the Royal Academy of Fine Arts (KASK) in Ghent and teaches art history 
at the academy of Koksijde. Jan Florizoone irregularly writes about art and 
architecture.
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Projecten noAarchitecten 

-001 Vetex Kortrijk
Competition
2001

-004 Cultural Centre Merelbeke
Competition
2000 - 2001

-003 Community House Anzegem
Competition
2000

-002 HAUM Braunschweig
Competition
2000

-001 Vetex Kortrijk
Competition
2001

001 Town Hall Kortrijk
Renovation and refurbishment of 
existing bank building
2001 - 2003

002 Meulestede-Noord Ghent
Competition for social housing and 
community centre
Gent 1999 - 2000

003 House Jacobs Ghent
Extension to a terraced house
2000-2001

007 Town Hall Menen
Restoration, extension and 
refurbishment
2002 - 2007

008 Kloosterhof Pamele Oudenaarde
Care home
icw architect Adinda Van Geystelen, 
Antwerp
2002 - 2011

012 ‘s Hertogenmolens Aarschot
Restoration and extension of 16th 
century mill for hotel and brasserie
2004 - 2010

014 Maritime Museum Baasrode
Restoration and extension
2005 - 2007

015 Concert Hall De Kreun Kortrijk
Feasibility Study
2004

017 Police station Liedekerke
Police station
icw architect Hans Verstuyft, 
Antwerp
2005 - 2007

019 De Waterspiegel Ghent
Community centre
2005 - 2010

023 Petrol Antwerp
150kV/15kV substation
2004 - 2009

027 Crematorium Holsbeek
Competition
2007

029 De Ham Oudenaarde
Competition
2007

030 Postsite Aalst
Competition
2007

032 ‘t Regenboogje primary school, 
Brussels
Kindergarten
2007 - 2014

033 Foppensstraat Brussels
Refurbishment of paper factory for 
two lofts and two ateliers
2007 - 2008

035 De Refter Bruges
Brasserie
icw Benoît van Innis
2007 - 2010

036 deSingel 35m3 Antwerp
Exhibition noAarchitecten
2008

040 Museum Plantin Moretus 
Antwerp
Restoration and extension with 
reading room and archives
2008 - 2015

041 Hasselt University
Restoration and extension of former 
prison, new faculty building for 
Faculty of Law and rectory 
2008 - 2013

042 In Flanders Fields Museum - 
Ypres
Refurbishment of the Cloth Hall, 
visitors centre and knowledge centre 
on WWI
2008-2012

045 Tour & Taxis Brussels
Competition
2008

046 Town Hall Lo-Reninge
Restoration, refurbishment and 
extension former convent
2008 - 2012

048 De Zande Ruiselede
Competition
2009

052 Foppensstraat 17 Brussels
Refurbishment of depot into five 
apartments
2009 - 

057 Texture Kortrijk
Renovation and extension of 
warehouse into national Flaxmuseum
2011 - 2014

059 Yeosu South Korea
Interior and exhibition Belgian 
pavilion on the International 
Exhibition in Yeosu
2011

060 Crematorium Zemst
Competition
2011

062 Emmaüs Jubellaan Mechelen
Youth institution
2012 - 2015

064 Antwerp University - Building Z
Competition
2012

066 Kaai 37 Antwerp
Passive apartment building
2012 -

068 Psychiatric hospital Sint-
Kamillus Bierbeek
Competition
2012

069 De Lantaarn Aarschot
Urban housing
2013 -

070 Heating plant Nieuw-Zuid, 
Antwerp
Heating plant for ecological 
neighbourhood
2013 -

071 Ecotron+ Hasselt University
Field Research Centre
2013 -

072 Materialenkaai Brussels
Competition
2013

073 Coda Wuustwezel
Palliative care home
2013 -

076 Klaverstraat Sint-Katherina-
Lombeek
Villa
2013 -

077 Veemarktkwartier Tilburg, NL
Masterplan
2014

078 Wyckaert Ghent
Competition
2014

079 Churches West-Flanders
Study of the re-allocation of 20 
churches
icw De Smet Vemeulen architecten 
Ghent
2014 -
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